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CERBERUS, THE WATCHDOG OF HADES
Reading the following verses in the Theogony, one notes that the abode of the Gods of
the Underworld, which one identifies with the Palace of Chavin, was not a silent place.
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and powerful sounds

its

protected by a guardian

the

There, too, stand the echoing halls ofHades,
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whose sway is

and ofawesome Persephone.

A hideous and ruthless hound guards the place
skilIed in an evil trick:

~""fo,,,.,,,,

his tail

and wriggling his ears he fm1/ns on those who enter,
but he

not let them out again;

instead, he lies in wait and devours those he catches
774

outside the gates ofsovereign Hades and awesome Persephone.
the plan of

Chavin Palace complex shows (Part 1

(Building B),
(Building

the

image of the Gorgon stands, is

On its eastem facade

lintel sp~mnmg

the Black and White

to

southem
is black

from the symmetrie distribution of colors. (I] The
portico was

two

in perfeet symrnetry with

temple

the

of
in the

portal. One half, next to the

black limestone, and the other half is white granite.
Could it be

carved

- of which only a

limestone. Its name

<L .........., , ' " ' ,

mam

cylindncal columns is comprised of two types of stone.

half is white
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1-2), adjoining the Old

temple is

Is the main temple of Chavin.

"Huari"? It displays a notable portico, flanked by two

perfectly cylindricaJ columns of hard granite. Engraved on the
are mythological images of two "protective demons."

of these columns
despite being the main

temple, no great image was found in it.
Could this be the feared House of Hades?
be

absence of an

that in earlier documents Hades did not

a name, per se, but was

" (' AF'tOlje;), later known as

("Atolje;) by phonetic

only referred to as
[2) In that case,

temple

would be

Old

which
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-----Fig. II - 1. Greek representation of Cerberus

Fig. n - 2. Apollo, Athena, Herades, Hermes and Cerberus on a Tyrrhenian amphora.
Notice the serpent's head at the tip ofCerberus ' tai!.
the large image ofthe Gorgon stands. This identification ofPersephone with the Gorgon
Medusa should not surprise anyone reasonably familiar with Greek mythology, since
the name is related to Perseus, her killer: Persephone (IIcpO'c-epovrÜ is the composite
name of Perseus (IIcpO'C'I)<;) and phone (epovr]) - act or action of killing - and me ans
"The one who was killed by Perseus."[3] [4]
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of powerful

The

the dreadful }lOund IMt protected his

was proteetedby a

U-tllllU5

animal,

Greek mythology
threshold protected by a

wide gate offering aeeess to the "subterranean abode,"

terrible monster, the dog Cerberus. Hesiod quotes the monster

verses 311-312

the fifty-headed dog ofHades, that mighty
and SnlU'II~le ..,.' eater ofraw jlesh,

bark

bronze.

The number ofheads attributed to the watchdog ofthe Palaee ofHades
to the author, sometimes having one, sometimes having fifty. Also,
representations are not uniform. At times it is a eommon dog, at
paws, or appears distinetly with serpents around

body

it has leonine

II 1-3). What was

appearance of that infernal ereature where it actually guarded the entrance?
On the rear eomice of Chavin Palaee are two engraved figures, whieh
incorrect1y named "feathered felines" by some

It is eertainly not easy to

c1assify mythologieal fauna,

lagJmatlOn to term clearly

one needs eonsiderable

engraved serpents' heads as feathers, as in
ean eall them mytho Iogieal
in aneient

II-4. Ratherthan

fehnes," one

surrounded by

heads.

it is difficult to deteIDline the number of

principal head, there is another one at
from the jaw. One of

tip of

as

that

tail, and two others sprouting

is surrounded by 9 serpents' heads, while the other

has 11.
vase ofthe 5th century B.C. (Fig. II-3), shows Cerberus surrounded by
analogously distributed and alike, but lacking the
engraved on the
amphora (Fig.

style

of Chavln. The representation, which is found on a
of a

shows

two-headed Cerberus, comparable to

at the tip

the tail

figures of the Chavin comice. Obviously, a

comice eould not be confused with a threshold.
were discovered on

steles surrounding a circular plaza

21 m

diameter, set in front of the Old Temple, forming the threshold of the central stairease
that

to

- 2

Could

ofthe
Chavin

on the
be

(JUus..!1 - 1 and IllusJI

to the threshold ofthe

Night mentioned by Hesiod?
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Fig, II - 3. (Top) Drawing from a Greek vase showing Cerberus surrounded by serpents,
similar to the images carved on the Chavin steles.
Fig. II - 4. (Bottom) Comice ofthe rear corner ofChavin Palace (see Illus. 1- 4, Part 1)
with Cerberous-like images.

Finally, cornparing the steles of the aforementioned plaza to those of the first
circle of tombs in Mycenae (Illus. ll-2 Bottom), dating circa 1,500 Re., one notes
similarities in technique, the framing of the designs and the spiral motifs that decorate
the central figures. Therefore, besides the Perseus myth, involving Mycenae and the
Gorgon, Chavin also appears to relate to Mycenae in technique and iconographic art.

THE HOUSE OF LIFE AND DEATH
In Greek mythology there are many fantastic commentaries about the dog of Hades, but

not all should be attributed to the unrestrained imagination of Greek poets, such as the
origin of the medicinal plant aconite, which emerges from the bile in Cerberus '
vomit.[5] The incredible art at Chavin is lavish and fantastic, such as the engraved
design on a stone mortar fragment (Fig. II-5), found on the Chavin's site by Bennett,[6]
and which was probably used for grinding merucinal plants. The fragment bears the
design of a mythological animal vomiting an unknown plant. The use of mortars
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"nt'''''',." to have

mortars found in
were unearthed intact, such as a
height,

of

eommon in Chavin< Tello ... ""u""..""""

book to

Chavin area and

diorite

Some

37 cm in length and 18.5 em

in the shape of a mythologieal bird, the upper part hollowed out to

a

mortar, 16.5 em in diameter. Another piece found at Chavin, and which is

presently at the

Museum, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Fig< TI -6),

a stone "feIine,"

em m length and 16.5 em in height, resting on four

The "feline" Is analogous to the aforementioned
the Gorgon temple threshold, at Chavin.

monsters, engraved on

objects, as weH as other

used

for the same purpose, were called "ceremonial mortars" by Tello. [7] But for what
dedicated exdusively to a cu1t? Or for the preparation of offermgs

ceremonies?
to the gods or to be

or burial ceremonies? To

intriguing quest ion one must consult

mythology

The most famous point for the preparation

drugs was the

the inhabitants conserve the glorious
calling

relates in

ofDodona, of

(some 20 km southwest of Ioarmina). In

antiquity, located in
of

this

deeds

own flyer

the

part of
m the form

flyer

Odyssey (I, 260) that Odysseus had sailed to

in search of epuPlluxoV

av8poepovov (fatal poison), the poison used on arrow tips.
Another

myth, which seems to have

sirnilar to

Chavin, deals with the god of Medicine, Asclepius, son of the god of orades, Apollo,
and Coronis, daughter

The symbol of Asdepius, as weil as the caduceus of

are sirnilar to the one crowning the Raimondi Stele, one of the

nr.rlI"11f'

unearthed at Chavin. lt is said that Asdepius discovered the rniraculous virtues of
certain herbs on account of a serpent he injured, and
that carried aplant of miraculous properties in
a cause, including illness,

worked to

what was able to reanimate mankind.

was

by another one

gullet. Convinced that everything has
what was noxious to human health

was worshipped

and on high mountain tops. The temple of Asclepius, in Athens, had a hot
god

in the

of the

and

them

for
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Fig. n - 5. (Top) Mortar fragment found in Chavin with engraved figures.
The outer surface (A) represents an animal vomiting a medicinal plant.
Fig. II - 6 (Bottom) Cerberous-like stone mortar found at Chavin.

Besides being an oracle, as stated in Peruvian traditions, Chavin was, above alt,
a place of worship to a powernd divinity, of which we know nothing, except its
anthropomorphic representation on the diorite pillar, located in the center of the
labyrinth, and to which, indubitably, human sacrifices were offered. Its temple was the
house of death. However, other buildings of Chavin Palace were used to recover one's
health, not only through the words of the oracle, but also by way of medicinal herbs,
prepared and grolUld in stone mortars. The buildings - most probably used to treat the
health of pilgrims visiting Chavin - must have been on the south side. One kilometer
from this point, to the right of the modem road following the Mosna River, is a hot
spring, which waters could easily have been piped to the temple. This spring, according
to Raimondi, ernits sulphurous waters at a temperature of 45

oe. [8] Here, again, we find
7

the dual symmetry, so common in the architectural elements of Chavin: the Black and
White Portal and the black and white flight of steps in front of it - which had to
symbolize life and death. To the left of the black steps, on the side ofthe Old Temple
where the Gorgon stands, was the house of death; to the right of the white steps, where
medicinal water flows, was the house of life.
This dual symmetry, so conspicuous in Chavin, is clearly evident in a myth of
Apollodorus, which teils how the goddess Athena granted the gift of life and death to
Asclepius, giving hirn the blood from the Gorgon's veins: from the left side, to kill
mankind, and from the right side, to save it. [9]

THE IMAGE OF TYPHON ON THE RAIMONDI STELE
The most surprising mythological image unearthed at Chavin was not, as one would
expect, the result of a systernatic excavation. One day, in 1840, while cultivating his
land, a simple farmer, Timoteo Espinosa, found a large, weH-cut and polished
rectangular stone slab, on which was a carved image of a fearful god surrounded by
many serpents. He took it horne to use as a table. [10]
Twenty years later, Raimondi discovered the stele in the courtyard ofEspinosa's
house, and through his persistence the govemment decided to bring it to Lima. Finally,
in 1874, it was transported by the sergeant major Jose Manuel Marticorena, with great
effort and using nearly two quintals (200 kg) of explosives, in one hundred detonations,
to remove the rocks blocking the narrow paths in the Andes, between Chavin and
Casma
It appeared that the days of glory had retumed to the god of serpents, but before
returning to its pedestal and becorning an object of adrniration, it had to und ergo further
tribulations. In Lima, it was placed over bricks in a rustic, black wooden frame, exposed
to the elements, in the courtyard of the Exhibition Palace. The people called it "the Inca
Stone." The more curious visitors admired the great number of serpents which the
complicated design bore; yet, according to Jose Toribio Polo, no one gave it the least
artistic or historical importance. [11] As if forty years of selfless work by Raimondi to
Peru were in vain, two years after his death, in 1892, the stele was found completely
abandoned near a weir, beside the Exhibition Palace, used as a plaything by children.
Toribio Polo's complaints were a patriotic gesture to save the stele which otherwise
would be sold to a foreign museum for a few thousand pounds sterling. After it was
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moved

a

from one museum to another, the
on May

1940, the

breaking into various pieces. [1
The

having survived

from the hands

millennia;

who cooked and ate on it and wrueh safely
Andes, was now broken into
The

Cordillera

the

in the hands of those responsible for

Stele,

as it is ealled in reeognition

its discoverer, was

restored and put on display in the National Museum of Anthropology and Arehaeology
in Lima. The 17-em truck stone parallelepiped measures I.

m high, 76 em wide at

em at the top. (13J However, neither the roek's dimensions nor type are

bottorn, and

important; rather, it is the elaborate carvmg on one of its

The

"'"""1",", engraved by the champleve technique, 5 mm deep, reveals a masterpiece of rare

artistic eonception, and exeeuted with perfect symmetry by a steady and sure hand.
discoverer thought highly of it from

moment he examined It,

is highly esteemed, for the intricate design, for the fine work and for the
of such a difficult

stone

[14]

rPlllnnl(nn

that a finer artist could not have done more

" And continuing: "This stone, which IS presently found in a house in the

village of Chavin, is peifectly jIat and polished. The design represents a human-like
figure, which has in both hands a type of scepter, fonned by a bundle

a

[arge ornament above the head, composed ofnumerous serpents and large mouths
similar to those on the image of the Lanzon. It seems that the
who worked on it wanted to represent the
unti11943,

In rus notebooks, unpublished

wrote: "The top ofthe ornament ends in two

the design on Mercury 's caduceus.

5]

All those who afterwards delved into Chavin's arehaeology, at least onee,
to deseribe or mterpret the

on

stele. Some, iike TeIlo' s, were so

that the whole n",r"np'rt"
rather
understanding

an
""F,ULL.,,,",U,",,,,

mythological god "Kon"?
......",,""c are

of the

of doubt and gloom

Did Jose Toribio

with little hope of ever

"A,,,,,,(>!"I,, lI';",,.,T,ihf

the

as

he correct m assuming that the
bison?[17] Or, as Markham

8] is it

entity that Is represented on the monolithic "Gate of the Sun" doorway in Tiahuanaco
(near Lake

Bolivia)? Is it a

god, carrying

sun's rays and
9

9J Or is it a new mythological entity

bolts m its hands, as

(centipede-tiger), the monster that

by lJhle[20J as a
devours

Could it

sun

or

Dfottefl~d

a reamelrea··relme." as

mtl~rpTetatl()ns

and a dozen

by

a

"

Doig?[21] Looking at

\-\111ch space does not allow one to include, one could

that the Raimondi

a

acts

reflecting what IS in each

person's thoughts.
turn of the century, Americanists have
decipher this

Sphinx. Who could discover its

elements

m

consumed by the wish to
merely by analyzing the

image? One must acknowledge the impossibility of fmding

a satisfactory answer by this method. There are innumerable examples of fruitless
attempts to interpret myths and legends based solelyon the elements contained therein.
Without trying to interpret the meaning ofthe image, one's immediate aim must
simply be to verif)r if it is described in Greek mythology. One must
elements on the top half

quantitatively the
Raimondi Stele

the

a h1.mdred
or

the monstrous creature on

one can count fifty

heads and

V\hich can also be interpreted as arms

Uhle, for eX<'lmt>1e,

them scolopendrid's

they could be arms, since

lOcaleo above the shoulders.

Imitating the archaic
as folIo ws: The

(centipede's legs).

the

on

and arms ofthat full-grown tridactyl were

With

it

can
UUC'I-'L,-,""

over

heads with darting tongues, V\hich eyes seem to
menacingly. Fifty serpents' heads and a hundred menacing arms project
above

shoulders. It has an

of vigorous and .

"son of the earth and

TnAlrn"",

strength. The artist

"wanted to personif)r destructive

ese,ntEld by fifty serpents' heads and a hundred arms, as weH as the
weapons held in his hands.
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Fig.

n - 7. Design of the Raimondi Stele.

The drawing on the right (showing only half of the symmetrical elements) allows one to
count 50 snake heads and 100 "arms" above the shoulders. These elements, together
with the monstrous heads with darting tongues, allow one to identifY it with Typhon.
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Unlike

both of whieh are found

and

as weIl as in

on the Raimondi

elaborate

Stele was exclusively and solely found

In

one fmds the

Peru. Onee again,

answer in Hesiod's Theogony, 147-1
147

Gaia and Ouranos had three other sons, so
and mighty that their names are best left unspoken,
and Gyes, brazen sons all three.

Kottos,

150

From each one 's shoulders a hundred invincible arms
sprang forth, andfrom each one 's shoulders atop the sturdy tnmk
there grew no fewer than fifty heads;

153

and there was matchless strength in their hulkingframes.

The

could not have deseribed it better: "A hundred invineible

the

from eaeh one's shoulders atop the sturdy trunk

arms

fifty heads." No one was able to deseribe it as aeeurately as

Hesiod's verses, depicting
"whieh

Titans or

ealled

,-<'V.N""''''',''''''

a hundred arms." The eoineidenee with the god on the

IS

as
Image

a hundred

seems to coneeal

key to many other

What phenomenon arose between the earth and the sky whieh irnpressed rnen so
vehemently as to have them ereate a god so powerful? Chavin Palaee was ereeted to
these gods and

farne reaehed beyond all borders. The Nahoas or Nahuatlaeas, an

aneient and eultured people who lived m Mexieo prior to the Spanish conquest, had also
the tradition

a homonymous god, whom they

the "Sun's Wind," the

"Eheeatonatuih,"

final one, who eaused great

to

mankind. [22]
Hesiod mentions a

of

What does it

it

a mytho

iconographie deseription? In light of the present cornparison, where we fmd an aneient
Greek deseription

a deity eoineiding with the image on the Raimondi Stele, we might

lead to interpret these Hecatoneheires as a rnyth

images at

Palace. However, this hypothesis is not completely satisfaetory, sinee the Hesiodie rnyth

splits into a

similar enÜty, Typhon or Typhoeus, the apocalyptic

characterized by infermJ "theophonia"[23} (Theogony, 820-83
820

When Zeus drove the Titans out oJthe sky
giant Gaia bore her youngest child, Typhoeus;
goaded

she lay in love with Tartaros.

arms oJ Typhoeus were made Jor deeds oJ might,
his legs never wearied, and on his shoulders were
825

a hundred snake heads, such asfierce dragons have,
them .. vn'H'" black tongues dartedJorth.
And tlre eyes on all the monstrous headsjlashed
Jrom under the brows and cast glances qfbumingfire;
all the ghastly heads voices were heard,
weird voices qfall

830

Sometimes they uttered words

that the gods understood, and then again
they bellowed like bulls, proud andfierce
beyond restraint,

01'

they roared like brazen-hearted lions
- their voices sounded

01'

's bark,

a strident hiss that echoed through the lofty mountains.

Now,

help, one can

deity

a

the monstrous heads which

upon its shoulders, the enorrnous dragons' mouths, darting

tongues that seem to utter incomprehensible sounds that remain crystallized
Hesiodic description portrays Typhon as similar to the hundred-armed deity found
on the l'lamxma

RESOUNDING

OF THE SUBTERRANEAN GODS

I needed to return to the archaeological

of Chavin to confirm a hypothesis which,

first glance, seemed absurd, but which could be factual due to the persistent
of sounds

to

asSOCI:a.tlCm

Gorgoman entities identified in Chavin' s iconography.

hypothesis . ,.... "'...,"'''' me to quest ion

fundamental

ofPeru's

proto-history. It began after my first visit in 1

1, when I realized that the labyrinthine

structure of Chavin Palace could have been constructed for acoustic purposes, so as to
simulate the sound
the Greek theo

=

These sounds (which shall be called "theophonia" from
god or the gods, and phonia

appearance of the gods

rer;lre~;ented

=

sound), along with the frightenmg

m Chavin Palace, must have caused a

How were powerful sounds produced within that huge structure? Who was the
inventor of the formidable 150,OOO-m3 stone organ? An acoustic instrument weighing
the

more than 200,000

ever built on earth!

To unravel that burning question I
for any

of

to Chavin in January 1,983, to

structures that could have produced and amplified

them within the galleries of the palace. With
archaeological
visual

I was able to

IVISl,rtn,p7

of the

help of the custodian
that, in fact, the audio

palace, where the personifications ofthe

and Cerberus were identified, must have been extremely sophisticated. The worshippers
of the Underworld were impressed not only by frightful images, but

by terrifying

that could have been produced inside the palace. Perea showed me the

acoustic

underground gallen es, which were constructed to handle a considerable flow of water.
was able to walk inside the central duct, located below the main plaza. Its nearly 2- m2
section could

it to

handled the water from

of

Mosna River. Today, the rear outline

captured waters ofthe Wacheksa

the channel

which carried the

is unknown. The

construction of a road behind the palace
Fortunately, along the front

landslides,

destroyed all evidence of the charmeis,
on the eastern side of the
inclined, as IOn"",,,... m

still find some ducts,
which shall be termed
analysis of

galleries,

one can
II-8.

" as can be deduced from a simple

structure, could have

excited by a stream of water, yielding

thunderous sounds, similar to conventional

tubes when

ex':lte~a

by a stream of air

(Fig. II-9).
Two of these "excitators," mus. II

3 and Illus, II - 4, are found in front of the

main temple, and their water intakes can be seen by lifting a stone slab. On top is a
lateral canalization, where the water entered,

falling mto the vertical duc!. The

ducts are rectangular, and are formed by properly laid stone slabs. An important detail
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Fig. II - 8.Longitudinal
of the channellocated below the flight of steps in front
of the oldest temple, where
"LanzOn" lies. The cross-section shows the acoustic
duct, beneath the "tongue", which probably connected this "excitatory" to
labyrinth.
Drawing alter: "Informe de

deI

G. Lumbrer:as

Chavin" by

15. Instituto
Investigaciones Antropol6gicas, Museo Nacional
Arqueologicas
Antropologia y Arqueologia. Instituto Nacional de Cultura.
1974.
allows them to be characterized as aeoustic "excitators": on the lateral canahzation,
through which

stream of water ente red, there is an overhanging stone slab (on the

upper part of the vertical duct), forming a type of tongue, whieh forced the stream of
water to form an are, as shown in
chamber C

II-9 by points Band

to oscillate and the labyrinthine

isolated air in
of the

In

communication with the "excitator" through the acoustic duct D, started to resonate,
producing and reinforcing sound.
as

custodian of

site had informed me, other archaeologists had

some even attempting to
a barrel of water down
ofwater

the

vertical duct. But,
means to

acoustic oscillations by
due to the
they were unable to

any sound at all.
It is highly probable that

fearsome, roaring animal-like sounds, described in

the aforementioned verses (820-835), were related to those produeed in Chavrn
the "theophonia" of Typhon, the strident
voiee of Cerberus. Though the timid efforts of

and the powernd bronze

archaeologists were unable to prove
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anything, trus does not mean that more than 3,000 years ago the builders of the palace,
who appear to have been far more capable than the excavators, were able to achieve
hydroacoustic sounds, for which all evidence indicates is the reason for the construction
of the labyrinth at Chavin Palace.
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Fig. TI - 9. Right drawing shows the longitudinal section of a hypotheti cal
subterranean acoustic "excitator", stimulated by hydraulic energy.
A. Water intake; B. Overhanging stone slab, forming a 'tongue'; C. WeH where the

air oscillate, stimulated by falling water; D. Acoustic duct connecting chamber C
with the labyrinth E; F. Flow ofwater.
Left drawing shows the longitudinal section of an organ pipe, stimulated by
compressed air.
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The oldest literary reference associates the Gorgons with the house of
and PaUas 1 ""'-'Ha.
Homer, describing the
of Athena (lliad, V; 741 and 742), says: "therein is the head ofthe
dread monster, the Gorgon, dread and awjil!, a portent of Zeus that beareth the aegis n And
describing the armor of Agamemnon, the
Greek hero who
further on (lliad,
at
the horrible Gorgon, with its frightful gaze.
One notes in anciettt I..","hh,rmc
Gorgon, only her head"
points out, at the end of the eleventh book of the
that
the

was no motive to fear
the Underworld,
that the Gorgon's
of the Underworld, will send the
the deep ocean

currents.
The productions of sonorous chords are constant in thc
(Pythian, XlI, 30) rdates that the music was invented by Pallas Athena, on the V\A,U"'UH
Gorgon's death. Athena invents the flute, composed of canes and thin
of
by a
melody produced by the groaning of the
and the hissing of <:p,.,I'\pnt<:
Beyond the constant association of Medusa with the emission of
important observation is that beneath same shrines, where Medusa was represented in stone, ran
a stream of water, Vv'hen describing the monuments of Argos, Pausanias relates that beneath the
head
sanctuary of Ceprusus one could hear the flowing of a river. He says that here one finds
of Medusa sculpted in stone, whieh loeal traditions indicate as another work done
Cyclops
Book IL xx, 6 and
At this point it is appropriate to remember the remarks of Professor Marinatos:
myth told of the Heroie
the accuracy of the tradition has been
by
.[24J
about the origin and 1ll",UH1l1l5 of Chavin --still
The following discussion of
in advanee of the
my book, in
the standing stones as: Raimondi
and many others, as well as on
the saered pillar of
apocalyptie
were
. The Palace of
was the most important oracle and religious center, not only in the Andean
but in
all South
Chavin was comparable to Delphi and possibly was foullded as a copy of it.
Obviously, all these sacred stones received blood saerifices, as the blood of sacrifices
to
masseMh
staues in
shrines
temples) and bethels (sacred pillars) by
Canaanites,
deity of
The Lanzon, with
chained image of Gorgon on
Temple", but, the much targer "New Temple", with the Black and White portal and two
columns of
identified as thc Palace of
the
Chavin - to thc entire palace. Which is most surprising, its name is not of Greek origin. As we
tnr.n..."".,,,, of
ncar Chavin, with remains of old lllVUUJlU";;JlU",
same name
"New temple" was probably constructed to maintain
-- the almighty
god -- without any

the most
which means "Lord

, also
Shamim or Shamin. The Quechua words are without the letters
b, c, d, g, v, x and z, so, Baal could not be spelled in Quechua, and was lost.
The
"Lord
Heavens" used for the various supreme gods m Syro-Palestine,
Anatolia and Mesopotamia during the second millennium B,C. later became the name of a
deity venerated throughout the
world from the fIrst millennium
unhl the
four
of
Christian era. St. Augustil1
to him as Dominus Coeli. The
of
eomes
inseription from the 10 th
Phoenician
century
of
Yehimilk in Byblos,
Baal-Shamem is named
the 'Lady of
Byblos' and 'the assembly of the gods of Byblos', He
the summit of
Ioeal
inscription dating for the last decades of the 8th
pantheon. This is also true for the
century B,C., where he heads a sequence of
being named
ofthe Earth'.
In the Luwian version of this bilingual inscription, the 'Weather-god of Haven' corresponds to
Baal-Shamem. Later, in the Hellenistic period, atempIe at Umm el-Amed is dedicated to Baal
Shamem. In Greek inscriptions from this region he is called Zeus hypsistos, 'Highest Zeus',
Zeus megtstos keraunios, 'Magnmcent lightning
or Theos
ouranios, 'Holy (Lord)
ofthe heavens and the earth'. At Hatra, in North Mesopotamia, Baal-Shamem (various ""\;"1"'5"
b'smyn and
had his own "ru,,,,uaJ.
In Palmyra, Baal-Shamin is one of the prominent gods with

and both on the Greek

,n""Tll"t","" of Palmyra has the name of Zeus. [26]

At short distance of the village of
on the left bank of the Puccha or Mosna
there are remains of a monument of Chavin
which passes in front of
Onga, Onga or Onka, which is the
name of Athena, is
to Cadmus. When
was leaving Delphi, told by the oracle to follow the route of the Sun, he discovers an
U-U'J.'''''''''' serpent,
which he wages a victorious battle. He sows i18
from which
emerge armed warriors, who
other to the death, With the five remaining survivors, he
founds a town as ordered by the orade, where he established a eult of Athena Onga See the
geographie interpretation of Cadrnus myth in my book <4Joumey to the Mythologieal Inferno",
Chapter IV.
On the Paeifie eoast, approximately at the same latitude of Chavin, on an elevation
betwccn two rivers, and a hundred meters above sea level, in 1937, Julio C. Tello diseovered the
archaeological site of Sechin, homonymous to one of the river that flanks it.
The terraced platform of Sechin was adorned on its outer wall with approximately 400
engraved
stones. The wall portrays a war scene in which two columns of warriors
approach each other from opposing
amidst the carnage of their adversaries. The pnc,..,,,,,p/"l
stones
severed
bodies writhing in agony;
warriors are adorned with
pile of decapitated
severed
bleeding heads of defeated soldiers and a stone with a
heads, The stone frieze at Sechin is one of the oldest dated Andean stone
known at the
second millennium
[27] Richard L.
present time,
m
middle of
without the
intention of
a
influence on Sechin, compares the bloody
scene with the biblical Joshua' conquest of Jericho.
In Chapter IV of my book two earved monoliths of Sechin are shown. I
that
F igure IV-5 shows a nautical quadrant engraved on the stone, and F igure IV -6 shows a
Phoenician-Iike vessel. I believe that the toponymy of Sechin could be
homonymous to
the
town of
also

18
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Fig. Ir - 10. Samarian stone masonry, with the wall inclination and vertical periodicity of stone
slabs : (one thick-two thin) as the Chavin's walls of the "New Temple". See Illus. 1-4 (Part 1).
Mter: AG. Barrois, O.P. "Manuel D'Archeologie Biblique" Tome I, p. 115, Paris, 1938 .

Fig. TI - II.Fragment of stele found in Chavin. Showing part of an engraved Babylonian? or
Assyrian? style god. Under his feet it is possible to distinguish several Greek letters of an
inscription. Dimensions: l.25 m wide and 0.74 m height. Mter: "Chavin" J.e. Tello, p. 226.
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An attentive observer could also find

toponyms nearby Chavin: as
district of
Gorgor, at
province, [28J Northeast of Lima, and the village of Gorgorillo
(Spanish diminutive of Gorgor). [29]
are related to
Greek name of
the Gorgon (ropym).
In the second
B,C., Canaan,
and what is now
formed a
eultural
Herodotus (II-44; IV-147ff; VI-47; ete".) knew about
the early Phoenician eontaet with them (Greeks), [30J It is worthy noting that their
eombined presenee (Phoenieian and Greeks) is
confirmed in anelent
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(a)

(b)
Illus. II - 1. Chavin's steles with Cerberus-like figures, located on the threshold ofthe Circular
Plaza of 21 m, in front of the Old Temple of the Gorgon. These steles were carved in identical
pairs, and it is likely that were originally seven pairs on each side of the staircase.
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Illus. 11- 2. (Top) Chavin's stele. (Bottom) Mycenae stele. Both with spirals and sigmoids.
22

Illus. II - 3. Top view of an acoustic excitator with the flagstone removed, located in front of the
main palace of Chavin. The arrow indicates the direction of the water flow.

Illus. II - 4. A second acoustic excitator, in front of the main palace of Chavin.
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